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Sample Itinerary

Start on a high!
Arrive at Cape Town International airport,
where you’ll be met by Freshly Squeezed Events
We start as we mean to go on: straight to the
top of Table Mountain!
Marvel at the view with a glass of bubbly
Climb onboard your Harley for a motorbike trip
to Camps Bay
Hungry? Lunch is at Paranga Restaurant
Private transfer to your hotel. Time to relax &
unwind!
All aboard the Fun Bus, for dinner at
Gold of Africa
Sit back & enjoy a traditional drumming
performance in your honour
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Sandstorm!
Breakfast, then straight out for a full day in the
desert
Go wild with 4x4s, quad bikes, sand-boarding,
desert golf & soccer
Back to the hotel to freshen up
Private transfer to the ultra-cool Grand Cafe &
Beach for dinner
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Make it mellow
Breakfast, then it’s off for a day at a wine estate
Learn all about wine-making from the
experts. Go on – have a sip!
Don’t tell your guests – we’ve planned a
surprise Cheetah Experience!
Lunch with a view across Table Mountain &
Robben Island
Back to the hotel, where your private airport
transfer awaits you
Fly home

“ Having worked with
many event organisers in the past the service
and attention to detail given by Freshly
Squeezed was second to none. Every member of
your team was professional, pleasant, polite, attentive
and happy. Feedback from all who attended has been very
complimentary with the term ‘best event ever’
made by several delegates. I would definitely
recommend you to anyone looking for
a well organized and professional
events company.”
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Feel the heat
From the white-hot desert sands to the pulsing heart of the city,
Cape Town is nothing short of awesome. Wow your colleagues or
clients with a trip to this unforgettable city: it’s sure to go down in
history.
If your people are used to corporate entertaining or incentives in the
UK, perhaps it’s time to ring in the changes. For a venue that’s certain
to get the drums beating, head to South Africa’s Cape Town. We know
this iconic city inside out, and we can help you create an itinerary that
will give and get the best from your guests. In this land, anything’s
possible. Trust us!

Seeing is believing
Vast mountain scenery. Sprawling desert landscapes. Rolling country
estates. And, of course, world-class wildlife. It would be hard not to be
awed by the magic and the savage beauty of this incredible country.
And now Freshly Squeezed Events is giving you the chance to create
some drama of your own. Our African incentives are jam-packed with
sights, sounds and tastes to get you and your guests seriously fired up.
The trip of a lifetime? Come and find out for yourself!

A taste of the good life
With an itinerary that packs in everything from mountain views and
motor-biking through to soccer and sand-boarding, you’ll have an
appetite as big as Table Mountain itself! Fortunately, South Africa takes
its food very seriously. Prepare to be blown away by some of the finest
restaurants in the Southern Hemisphere, with entertainment to match.
And let’s not forget the wines! Sip a glass of Africa’s finest as you learn
the art of wine making, told by the masters themselves.

Join the party, call 0845 688 4740

Freshly Squeezed Events has been wowing
the business world since 2005. We are experts in
running amazing incentives and incredible destinations,
around the world, all play host to our bespoke events.
We always push the boundaries to create ‘itineraries of a
lifetime’ so that we can execute something out of this
world for you. Our passionate team, years of experience,
unique insight and fantastic global
contacts enable FSE to deliver the
ultimate incentives.
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